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a low inertia, high frequency induction motor to
decrease motor size and to decrease the power
needed for acceleration, 3) a field oriented induction
machine controller for high performance servo control
and, 4) bipolar lithium thionyl chloride batteries for
increased energy density and decreased system
weight.
1 PULSE DENSITY MODULATED
CONVERTERS
= =
The standard technique for producing a converter
is the pulse width modulated (PWM) approach. This
type of converter operates from a dc bus or from a
rectified ac source. The switches in each phase of the
three phase half-bridge configuration are switched to
produce the output waveform as shown in figure 1.
The width of each of the pulses is changed to vary the
voltage and frequency. While the infinitely variable on
and off times would theoretically give better current
regulator performance, the switching speed
limitations of a switched mode converter significantly
degrade the regulator performance.
Fig i. Pulse width modulation regulation
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The switches in the PWM converter, operating
from a dc source, must switch from the high voltage
off condition to the low voltage, high current on
condition, as shown in figure 2. This switching results
in power loss and voltage stress on the switches. This
voltage stress must be controlled by lossy snubbers.
With today's components, the switching speed is
limited by the losses and stress to the 2-5 kHz range
for a high powered converter.
The controllers described in this paPer use a
pulsedensity modulated(PDM) design approach[1,4].
The input to the PDM converter is a high frequency ac
bus or a dc bus. Both of the resonant COnverters
operate by steering each pulse of the input waveform
to the low frequency output. The output voltage
waveform of the converter is shown in figure 3.
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Fig 3. Pulse density modulation regulation
In the PDM co-nverterl all the switching takes place
at the zero voltage crossing of the inpu t voltage
waveforrnl Zero voltage switching results in negligible
switch stress and switching loss since the voltage is
zero during the time that the current is switching
between devices. The switching trajectories of the
resonant and switched mode converters, shown in
figure 4, clearly indicate the reduced stress to the
switching devices in the resonant mode controller.
Due to the zero voltage switching, the PDM converter
does not have the Iossy snubbers that are associated
with the PWM converters.
The switching devices used in a PDM controller
are similar to the types used in a PWM controller, but
because of the reduced stress and switching loss,
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Fig 4. Switching trajectories in switched mode
and resonant converters
they can be operated at a much higher frequency.
The switches used in this EMA application are IGBTs,
which have 2usec turn off times. Similar devices with
similar ratings are limited to approximately 5kHz in a
PWM converter while.the same devices are being
used in a 40kHz resonant system.
A. HIGH FREQUENCY AC BUS CONTROLLER
In applications where there are many controllers
with limited, uncorrelated power requirements, use of
a high frequency resonant ac bus to each of the
controllers may offer significant power and weight
benefits. In this system, resonant inverters generate
a single phase ac voltage. By managing the loads and
source inverters, the system can be operated at the
optimal efficiency point. The high frequency ac
system also has advantages in redundancy
management and voltage level shifting.
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Fig 5. High frequency ac bus motor controller
Figure 6. Bidirectional switch configuration
In the high frequency ac system of figure 5,
energy from the dc source on the vehicle must be first
converted to a 20 kHz single phase link. This is done
by using a Parallel Output Series Resonant (POSR)
converter[5]. This type of inverter has inherent
bidirectional power capability and performs all
switching at zero current, resulting in low losses at
large loads. By maintaining the resonant inverters
near full load, resulting in over 95% efficiency, weight
and size of the overall system is reduced. This bus is
then connected to all controllers.
The bridge circuit in the motor controller performs
the switching function by simply selecting a new
switch position at each of the voltage zero crossings.
There is no switching loss and since there are no
snubbers, there is no snubber loss. The high
frequency ac bus converter also uses bidirectional
switches, achieved by placing the switches in parallel,
with blocking diodes in series with each switch, as
shown in figure 6.
B. DEDICATED CONTROLLER
In applications where load management would not
be possible or large peak power is required,
dedicated controllers running off a dc source would
be used. In a system that requires dedicated power
conversion, low switching losses and high frequency
switching in ihe power stage are necessary.
In this application a Resonant DC Link converter
[6] would provide Iossless switching and high
frequency operation. This converter uses a three
phase half bridge topology with the addition of an
inductor and capacitor to form the resonant elements,
as shown in figure 7. The resonant conversion is
performed by turning on all of the controller switches
which shorts the resonant capacitor, and then
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Fig 7. Resonant dc motor controfler
allowing the resonant inductor current to reach a set
level. One switch in each of the phases is then
released, allowing the voltage to rise and then
resonate back to zero, where the cycle is then
restarted. Since the bus voltage always returns to
zero, switching loss is eliminated. Switching
frequencies of 60-100kHz can easily be obtained with
this circuit topology.
3. INDUCTION MOTOR
The induction motor is a robust machine capable
of much abuse while offering some important control
advantages. The induction motor field is energized
from the stator windings and therefore preferred in
redundant applications where a failed motor with an
internally provided field, such as a permanent magnet
motor, would become a load on the system. Also the
induction machine is capable of increased speed with
reduced field operation which is not practical in a
permanent magnet motor. While the permanent
magnet motor will run more efficiently at a given
operating point, the extreme variation In loads and
power required for a launch vehicle actuator makes
the losses in the two motors approximately the same.
For this application, the stator frequency has
been increased to 800Hz to decrease the size and
inertia of the motor. The rotor has also been
optimized for low inertia and low losses. The resulting
motor that has been designed by Sundstrand is rated
for a peak of 70HP while weighing only 20 pounds.
8. MOTOR CONTROL .......
For good torque control over the speed range
from zero to full rated speed, an indirect field oriented
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Fig 8. Field Oriented Controller
controller using a PI speed regulation loop is used, as
shown in figure 8. Proper orientation of the motor flux
is achieved by maintaining the correct slip angle. The
incremental slip angle is added to the rotor angle to
generate the proper stator phase relationship. The
magnitude of the reference current is determined
from the rotating 2 axis components - Id and Iq. Id is
the flux producing component of the current and Iq,
which is at right angles with the flux, produces the
torque component. A two axis rotating frame to three
axis stationary frame transformation is then performed
to generate the reference phase currents.
A. REGULATION
The discrete nature of the resonant converter
waveforms make the use of the PWM regulation
techniques unusable. The delta modulator, which is a
sampled data regulator, is ideal for regulation in a
resonant type co nvert_er. The PDM controller in this
paper uses a modified delta modulator to regulate the
motor current[2,3], as shown in figure 9. Since the
voltage to the windings occurs at discrete times, the
delta modulator regulator is used to select the near
optimal Switch states at each switching instant from
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Fig 9' Modified Delta Modulation Regulator
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While a discrete regulator cannot offer the
performance of a continuously variable regulator
operating at the same switching frequency, the
increase in switching frequency due to resonant
switching offers much better current regulation.
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Fig 10 Possible Voltage Vectors
Current regulation is performed by sampling
current error polarity at the resonant voltage crossing.
The magnitude of the current error is then measured
to see if it is within a hysteresis band around the
current reference, in which case zero line-to-line
voltage is applied to the motor windings. If a zero
state is not selected, the next switching state is
selected from the current error polarities and the
previous switch states.
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Fig 12. Response of the Controller to a 5000RPM
Step Command(1OOmsec/div). Top trace: Step
Command. Bottom Trace: Speed Feedback.
4. LITHIUM BATTERY
An EMA application for launch vehicles requires a
power source that can supply high discharge rates
while being relatively small. The typical criteria for
selecting a battery, the amp hour rating, is usually not
important for a 10-20 minute flight. Current
technologies, such as silver zinc, have high amp-hour
ratings but need to be large to supply the high
discharge rates. An estimate of the weight of a silver
zinc battery for this application is 275 pounds.
Currently, Yardney Technical Products and
others are developing bipolar lithium thionyl chloride
batteries for high discharge rate applications. This
battery has been shown, using single cell test data, to
be capable of the required discharge rates with
approximately ten times the required battery capacity.
Battery size is approx. 10 inches in diameter and 8
inches high for the required 80 cell stack, with a
battery weight of only 40 pounds.
Fig 11. Experimental waveforms for
regulator. Top trace: Line voltage(lOOV/div).
Trace: Line current( l OA/div).
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5. SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
The second system that is now being built uses
the dc resonant approach. Switching frequency of
this controller will be >60kHz. Full digital control of the
motor and resonant conversion will be provided by a
processor (DSP) while the actuator position control
will be provided by a state variable regulator. Also
included in the controller will be acceleration feedback
for active damping of system resonances and
response to impact loads such as engine start.
A linear actuator for this system is being built by
MOOG and testing of the complete system will be
performed on their Space Transportation System
(STS) test fixture. The actuator is designed to meet
the NLS main engine thrust vector control
requirements which are very similar to the STS main
engine actuator requirements.
5. CONCLUSION
By using advanced technologies, it is now
practical to incorporate electrically operated aciuators
In place of high power hydraulically operated
actuators. Lossless switching, decreased battery
size, efficient motors, and improved control
electronics have all lead to the decreased size and
weight of an EMA system.
The use oi resonant topologies has resulted in a
dramatic increase in switching frequencies while also
decreasing p_ower requirements and thermal loads.
The ac resonant bus system offers high efficiency,
redundant operation, and high switching frequencies
for avionic syst.ems with multiple load applications.
The dc resonant link offers low losses and high
frequency operation for high power, low duty cycle
applications.
Induction motors have always been widely used,
robust machines, but the lack of high performance
control electronics has slowed their use in servo
applications. The induction machine, when linked
with a high performance field oriented controller, is an
ideal motor candidate for actuator applications when
redundant operation and hostile environment
operation are required.
Lithium thionyl batteries have been shown to
offer the high discharge rates required by a high
power EMA system with a decrease in power source
weight by up to 80%.
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